
HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER –  

CHAPTER 14: YOU CAN KISS IF NECESSARY 

  Chapter 14 

  The other end of the line fell into a brief silence, Feng Xin did not say anything. 

  Then, Tang Qianzhu heard Old Yu say: "Speaking of which, you are still this girl's 

senior brother, when the old lady was still alive, in order to let the Buddha's light bless 

you, so let you recognize her master, Master Songya, as a teacher, to be the nineteenth 

lay disciple, and she ranks eleven, so every day a mouthful of "senior brother" called 

you, old Lovely." 

  Old Yu's voice was very kind and full of laughter. 

  Tang Qianzhong's thoughts also went back to that time, the corners of her mouth 

slightly picked up, smiling and not smiling. 

  Suddenly, she heard Feng Xin's very indifferent voice: "If she is considered cute, 

there is no cute woman in this world." 

  Tang Qianzhong faintly snorted, smile clear cold and disdainful. 

  After taking a shower, she wiped her hair and walked out, picking up a bottle of 

water and opening it to drink. 

  The old Yu's voice came again in his ears - 



  "Speaking of which, this girl is quite pitiful, and I don't know why she just doesn't 

like Tang Yi, but she is said to be possessed by the god of bad luck, send her to the 

temple to cultivate purification, send a half a year even if, but also a send is more than 

ten years, so the child is obviously a famous girl, but from childhood to live the life of the 

poor." 

  Old Yu's lament came into his ears, inexplicably a bit harsh. 

  The first thing you need to do is to take out a weak hearing device and put it on. 

  The world suddenly fell silent. 

  The phone vibrated a little, she picked it up to see. 

  The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a lot of 

information about the actual person. 

  Tang Qianzhu returned the message. 

  [Tang: Welcome back. 

  [Mi: (kiss) take me in? 

  [Tang: five houses, just live anywhere, I'm not going back to live. 

  [Mi: Love you the most! (Kiss)] 

  This side just finished replying, Qianru side also came to the message - 

  [Uncle Qian: indistinct, still not feeling well? 



  [Tang: now fine.] 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services 

to the market. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services 

to its customers. 

   

   

   

  Tang Qianzhong put down the phone, did not look again. 

  After drying her hair, she went to the window to look at the building next to her. 

  The second floor is still bright. 

  Her mother explained that she had to find all of Feng Wei's experimental data, both 

electronically and in paper form, and search them all. 

  In the five days she had been here, she had searched almost all the places where 

Feng Wei had lived before, except for this two-story villa in front of her. 

  It was said that this villa had been used by Feng Wei for a period of time, and what 

exactly it was used for was not known. 

  She had to go and take a look tonight. 



  With this in mind, she locked her eyes on the white Samoyed in the yard, which 

was Feng Xin's beloved dog. 

  This silly guy is chewing on a ball and playing with it. 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're getting into. 

  The Samoyed round eyes, full of questions raised his head to look at her. 

  She smiled slightly at it and with a hook of her finger, the ball was thrown into a 

window in the next building. 

  "Woof!" 

  The Samoyed barked excitedly and then ran towards the next door. 

  Tang Qianzhong unhurriedly put on a casual style jacket and went downstairs 

towards the next door. 

 


